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Kristin Dahl – vocals, tracks 07,10
Joakim Bergsrønning - saxophone/flute,
tracks 06,10
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When listening to the album, you will find
yourself in a beautiful and melodic musical
landscape. With two guitars and a dobro in
the 5 piece line-up, you need to have very
defined roles for each of these similar
instruments in the different compositions.
The soundscape could easily be overpopulated.

Not so with URO.

I have always been attracted by music that
cannot easily be categorised. Too much
predictability can be boring. Sometimes
you only need to hear a few seconds worth
of music to conclude that “this is a jazz
band”, “this is country music” or “they are
a typical pop group”.
Effortless elegance

They are a professional bunch. Their
point of departure as a band is the Music
Department of the University of Agder in
Kristiansand, Norway. For decades already,
this institution has been among the leaders
in a process to break out of academia’s
former limitations to classical music, and
to open up for jazz, rock, traditional music,
electronics and more.

Kristofer Spangen
As long as it´s got a string or two, Kristofer Spangen
knows how to make it play. The multi-instrumentalist
was born in Trondheim in 1990, but soon changed
venue to Kristiansand, were he studied the guitar

Their music has an easy flow. It seems
simple and self-evident, even though it has
advanced melodic and harmonic structures,
and complicated combinations of rhythms.
You just do not notice it at first, because the
music has such elegance and such effortless
flow, but the elements are there, as small,
hidden gems that give the listener deeper
satisfaction.

Anders Brønstad
The virtuous guitarist from Trondheim is a craftsman
of the highest order, and can compete with
anybody when it comes to technique and harmonic
complexity. Although a solid craftsman, his heart is
tender to elegant simplicity and balance. Brønstad
has contributed as guitarist for artists such as Tommy
Marman, Grannes and BCG. After finishing the
master degree in popular music at the University of
Agder in 2016, he moved back to Trondheim, and is
currently performing in various constellations around
the Norwegian event scene.

Again: Not so with URO!

The members of URO all have masters or
bachelors in music from this university.
While such academic degrees are no
guarantee in themselves for the creation
of exciting music, they have obviously
resulted in skills and knowledge that put
these performers well above the average
level of musicianship in most bands.

Anders Brønstad, Kristofer Spangen and Marius
Igland soon asked drummer Kristoffer Tokle to join
the group. In 2015, the band currently working with
Steinar Glas on the bass guitar, wrote the music for
a theatre piece by Ulrikke Benestad, called:
“Villa Contigo – Halvveis til himmelen”. Eventually
the current line-up completed with bass player
Torbjørn Tveit joining the group in 2016 to record
their sought-after debut album: Or.
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to a master degree at the University of Agder and
finished in 2016. Spangen has collaborated with
popular music artists such as Astrid Ekern, Askil Holm,
Elisabeth Mjanger, Inger-Lise Sturlien and is currently
the guitar player in the pop group VIAN, who are
releasing their album “Diafon” in 2017.
The music of URO will open up to you and
satisfy you at first listen. Then it will reveal
new layers and new secrets with repeated
listening.

In the beautiful south of Norway, three very
different guitar players joined forces to create
the band URO. The artistic intention was
already well-defined from the very start in
2014. How to compose music honestly and in
coherence with the Norwegian heritage, when
the style of playing guitar is so much influenced
by the American sound? A split duality between
American form and Norwegian heart took place.

Sigbjørn Nedland

They are a band that beautifully and
gracefully defies categorisation. Not by
being unfocused or undecided, but by
proudly creating their music with an open
mind. They are allowing influences from
a wide variety of styles and forms to enter
their music, while all the time staying
rooted in their own concept of quality and
musical cohesion.

Their ability to make the music exciting,
and not just highly competent, comes from
their creativity and imagination, while their
realization of musical ideas benefit from
their acquired skills.

Bio:

URO is a rare bird, promising to fly high,
and to bring beautiful, clean, transparent
music to all those who will be tuning in to
their frequency.

URO OR

ISRC: NO2NJ1759

LOS 159-2

The group has managed to create an open
and remarkably transparent sound, full and
rich, but still with space and room for each
instrument. Their guitar sound is clean
and natural, with hints of everything from
advanced jazz guitar, to traditional music, to
the innocence of Hank Marvin’s early Shadows.
The dobro sometimes adds a feeling of
Americana, and while the rhythm section is
tight and compact, the whole sound of the
group still remains light and transparent,
never crowded.
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Kristofer Spangen - dobro/guitars
Anders Brønstad - guitars
Marius Igland - guitars
Torbjørn Tveit - bass
Kristoffer Tokle - drums/percussion

(Igland)
(Spangen)
(Brønstad)
(Brønstad)
(Spangen)
(Igland)
(Igland)
(Igland)
(Spangen/Brønstad/Igland)
(Spangen/Brønstad/Igland)

In URO he is working as the melody-man, playing
the dobro in new ways as this beautiful instrument
is working its way through the twisted melodies and
harmonies that make up the sound of URO.
Kristoffer Tokle
The drummer of URO had a nutritious musical raising
in the hometown of the Molde Jazzfestival. Already
at the age of 18 he was recording with the well
known Norwegian New Orleans music group YtreSuløen Jass-ensemble. In 2013, he was accepted
as a regular member and received in 2014 the award
for “This Years Jazztalent” at the Molde Jazzfestival.
His broad musical background is rooted in the
simplicity of acoustic drums, in perfect tune,
making the band swing like there is no tomorrow.
His academic work reveals a passion for drums as
something more than time and beats, as his masters
thesis is called: “Melodic drumming” – an analysis
of Ari Hoenigs playing techniques and tunings”.
Torbjørn Tveit
A groove is a living organism, brought alive by the
relation between the sound and the conscious mind
of a human being. Torbjørn Tveit stays true to this
statement through his various performances from
world-music with Ingolv Haaland on the record
“Asian Flow”, through the jazzy hiphop band Behop
on the record “Neo”, and on the singer songwriter
landscape of Mads With.
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Tveit was born in the peaceful seaside of Kragerø,
but cultivated his craft at the University of Agder
and finished his masters degree in 2016. In URO,
his deep singing bass strings makes the harmonies
of the guitars and dobro make sense. His gentle
touch of the Fender P-bass delivers that secret
ingredient of the URO sound, that´ll make you move
in seaside rhythm with the music.
Marius Igland
Born and raised in the quiet town of Grimstad,
literally at the seaside, Igland was soon attracted
to the architectural structure of music through
harmony and rhythmic patterns. His sound is distinct
by the full-bodied attack and unhurried vibrato
in his guitar. After finishing a bachelors degree
of Musicology at the University of Oslo, he relocated
to Kristiansand were he refined his guitar playing
with the masters degree in musical performance at
the University of Agder. The same year, Igland was
awarded a diploma from the University as one of
eight “Remarkable students”.
His previous release futures the jazz sextet of Mirage
Ensemble, with the album “Memory Happens Now”
(Losen Records LOS 128-2, 2014), where Igland
function as bandleader, main-composer and guitar
player.
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